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Civic fusion occurs when people bond to achieve a common public goal, even as they sustain deep

value differences. This book offers proven strategies for moving polarized parties to consensus

solutions based on the author's 25 years of mediation and negotiation experience, including working

with pro-life and pro-choice leaders after fatal shootings at women's health clinics, crane industry

and union representatives to develop federal worker safety regulations, and citizens of a failed city

that reclaimed their democracy by writing a consensus charter.Using these and other real-world

examples, Civic Fusion guides readers through a provocative discussion about what mediators

aspire to do, what they actually do, and what needs to be done to bring disparate groups of people

together to reach agreements on complicated public policy questions. It provides innovative

strategies for productive multi-party, multi-issue negotiations.
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Never has a book been more timely or more useful. Written by an expert in mediation, Civic Fusion

not only shows you that it's possible to handle polarized disputes well, it shows you how. In a time

when democratic processes seem to be breaking down, Podziba offers a way to strengthen them.

Most impressive, it is one of those rare books that speaks to the expert and the layperson alike.

Especially great for graduate students in law and business, but also highly relevant for anyone

interested in figuring out how to bridge differences.

This is an excellent and insightful book for citizens, facilitators, and anyone wanting to move beyond



the typical partisan debates to actually solving the problems that plague our communities. It is

accessible reading for those new to this type of work, yet also presents sufficient technical

information to be useful to those with considerable experience. I very much enjoyed reading it. I also

used it as my textbook last year in a law school class on public policy dispute resolution and posted

more about that here:

http://buildingdialogue.wordpress.com/2014/07/25/civic-fusion-an-excellent-teaching-text/
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